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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: Moore-Love, Karla 

Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 12:49 PIt/l 

To: Papaefthimiou, Jonna; Grumm, Matt; Schmanski, Sonia; Crail, Tim; Edwards, Kenneth; Oishi, Stuart 

Gc: Cate, Sylvia; Rees, Linly 

Subject: FW: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additional materials submitted for the record 

Attachments: FCC confirmation of ERP calculation per facility, no limit of 1,000 watt ERP, and antennas exceeding 1,000 
watts.pdf 

Testimony is attached for Thursday's agenda items 96-97. 

Karla Moore-Love lCouncil Clerk 
Office of the City Auditor 
s03.823,4086 

From: Euro Guy fmailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2072 9:15 AM 
To: Moore-Love, Karla 
Cc: Chris Hill; Neal Sutton 
Subject: Re: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additional materials submitted for the record 

Thanks Karla, 

Attached is anotther document with an e-mail that just came in. 

Could you please do the same (forward to all Council Offices and enter into the record) 
with this document, and also again provide me with an e-mail confirmation to that 
effect? 

Thanks, 

Marcel 

From: "Moore-Love, Karla" <Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov>
 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com>
 
Cc: Chris Hill <chilltone@gmail.com>; Neal Sutton <nealsutton34@gmail.com>
 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 8:38 AM
 
Subject: RE: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additional materials submitted for the record
 

Marcel, 

Your email has been rece¡ved, entered into the record and distributed to all Portland 
City Council Offices. 

Regards, 
Karla 

U2612012 

mailto:nealsutton34@gmail.com
mailto:chilltone@gmail.com
mailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
mailto:Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov
mailto:fmailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
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Karla Moore-Love lCouncil Clerk 
Office of the CiÇ Auditor 
503.823.4086 

From : Eu ro Guy fmailto : eu rog uy_pdx@Va hoo,com]
 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 72:44 AM
 
To: Moore-Love, Karla
 
Cc: Chris Hill; Neal Sutton; Self
 
Subject: Re: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additional materials submitted forthe record
 

Karla, 

Could you please do the same (forward to all Council Offices and enter into the record) with the 4 
attached documents, and also provide me with an e-mail confirmation to that effect? 

Thanks, 

Marcel 

From : "Moore-Love, Karla" <Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov> 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11,2012 12:10 PM 
Subject: RE: LU 11-125536 CU AD; council hearing January '11 (Testimony !) 

Marcel, 

Your testimony has been received, forwarded to all Council Offices and entered into the record, 

Regards,
 
Karla
 
Karla Moore-Love I Council Clerk
 
City of Portland I Office of the City Auditor
 
1221 SW 4th Ave Rm 140
 
Portland OR 97204-1900
 
503.823.4086 | fax 503,823.4571
 
Clerk's Webpage: wrvrv.portlandoreqon.gov/auditor/cou¡rcilclerk
 

From: Euro Guy fmailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January It, Z0I2 11:21 AM 
To: Moore-Love, Karla 
Subject: LU 11-125536 CU AD; council hearing January 11 (Testimony !) 

Karla, 

Please see my written testimony for today's City Council hearing.
 
Please confinn whether you received this OK. (I'll also plan to bring a hardcopy to subrnit at the healing
 
this afternoon, just in case).
 

Thanks, 

1t26t2012 

mailto:fmailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
mailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
mailto:Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov
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Marcel 

112612012
 



From : OETlnfo <OETI nfo@fcc.gov> 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com>
 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 4:25 AM
 
Subject: RE: Questions regarding wireless telecommunications facilities
 

yes 

Donald Draper Campbell 
Senior Engineer 
Federal Communications Commission 
Office of Engineering and Technology 
Washington, DC 20554 
+1 202-418-2405 

From : Euro Guy [ma ilto : euroguy_pdx@ya hoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 1:31 AM 
To: OETInfo 
Su bject: Re : Questions rega rding wireless telecom m unications facilities 

Mr. Cambell, 

Just to confirm some of the items of our telephone conversation earlier today, amongst 
other things I understood from you that : 

(1) FCC regulations do not place a 1,000 watt ERP limit on wireless communication 
facilities, but rather define certain thresholds of ERP levels per transmitter. 

(2) An antenna at a certain wireless communication facility could easily have a total 
combined ERP of 5,000 watts and also fall within FCC approved criteria, if for example 
several carrier and several channels all operate on such antenna. 

(3) ln order to determine the total maximum ERP of a facility, one would add up the
 
ERP of all channels and all antennas that are part of that facility.
 

Did I get all of that correct?
 

Thanks, 

Marcel 

mailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
mailto:nfo@fcc.gov
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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: Moore-Love, Karla 

Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 B:36 AM 

To: Papaefthimiou, Jonna; Grumm, Matt; Schmanski, Sonia; Crail, Tim; Edwards, Kenneth; Oishi, Stuart 

Cc: Cate, Sylvia; Rees, Linly 

Subject: FW: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additionat materials submitted for the record 

Attachments: Hermans comments on January 11,2012 Appellant's Legal Memo.pdf; Hermans comments on January 6,2012 
Appellant's Hearings Memo.pdf; White paper regarding "ERP of a facility" in PCC.pdf; E-mail failure notice.pdf 

Testimony is attached for Land Use case LU 11-125536 CU AD, returning to Council 
March I,20L2. 

Karla Moore-Love lCouncil Clerk 
Office of the City Auditor 
503.823.4086 

From : Eu ro G uy Imailto : eu rog uy_pdx@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25,2012 12:44 AM 
To: Moore-Love, Karla 
Cc: Chris Hill; Neal Sutton; Self 
Subject: Re: LU 11-125536 CU AD; additional materials submitted forthe record 

Karla, 

Could you please do the same (forward to all Council Offices and enter into the record) 
with the 4 attached documents, and also provide me with an e-mail conf¡rmation to that 
effect? 

Thanks, 

Marcel 

From: "Moore-Love, Karla" <Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov> 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com>
 
Sent: Wednesday, January 11,201212:10 PM
 
Subject: RE: LU 11-125536 CU AD; council hearing January 11 (Testimony !)
 

Marcel, 

Your testimony has been received, forwarded to all Council Offices and entered into the 
record. 

Regards, 
Karla 
Karla Moore-Love I Council Clerk 
City of PoÉland I Office of the City Auditor 
1221 SW 4th Ave Rm 140 

U2612012
 

mailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
mailto:Karla.Moore-Love@portlandoregon.gov
mailto:uy_pdx@yahoo.com
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Portland OR 97204-1900 
503.823.4086 | fax 503.823.4571 
Clerk's Web ¡lage : rv\v'!y.pOrllÀrldat:eqon.qoVau 

From : Eu ro G uy fmailto :euroguy_pdx@Vahoo.com]
 
Sent: Wednesday, January Il,2012 11:21 AM
 
To: Moore-Love, Karla
 
Subject: LU 11-125536 CU AD; council hearing January 11 (Testimony !)
 

I(arla, 

Please see my written testimony for today's City Council hearing.
 
Please confìrm whether you received this OK. (l'll also plan to bring a hardcopy to subrnit at the hearing this
 
afternoorr, just in case).
 

Thanks, 

Marcel 

1126/2012
 

mailto:euroguy_pdx@Vahoo.com


Marcel Hermans
 
6910 SE Raymond Court
 

Porlland, OR 97206
 
( E-ma il; eu roguy_pdx@yahoo.com)
 

January 25,2012 

City of Portland 

Attn: Portland City Council 

122L SW Fourth Ave. 

Portland, OR 9720L 

Re: Case File LU 11-125536 CU AD 

RESPONSE TO VERIZON LEGAL MEMO AND HEARING MEMO 

Dear Mayor Adams and City Commissioners: 

This memo addresses several issues related to the materials submitted by the appellant by 

letter from Mr. Grillo dated January 1,L,2OI2, "Appellant's legal memo". 

ln its January 11- Legal Memo, Applicant makes several statements that are incorrect and untrue and 

which need to be corrected. 

1) The first issue the applicant raises is their assertio n of "opponents' view thqt this wireless facility 
will creote hormful rodio frequency emission impocts" . This assertion by appellant is simply not 
true ! 

Such claim is not what opponents' position and conclusion are based on, and is not a point at all 

made by the opponents. Although there are indeed many people opposed to this proposed 

development -most of whom have not submitted their own testimony- and anyone can't say 

with certainty whether possibly one or more of those opponents are concerned about harmful 

mailto:roguy_pdx@yahoo.com


impacts, there isn't any part of opponents'case as submitted into the record that is based on 

"harmful impacts". 

As anyone can confirm from the evidence in the record ofthis case, the opponents have shown 

and established that the proposed focility does not comply with City Zoning Code in several 

ways ønd that applicanT's application moterials did not meet the standard, norm or criteria 
(incl. substøntial evidence, etc.) expected and required from these applications. That is the basis 

of opponents' conclusion that the application should be denied, which conclusion was 

subsequently confirmed bythe Hearings Officer in his decision (Decision of the Hearings Officer, 

dated 1.L/21L1-, HO 41"10025). 

2l Applicant asserts that there may be an issue of the City "unreasonably discriminating among 

providers of functionally equivalent services", by quoting a City staff comment to that effect. 

Such statenrent from Staff -which was subsequently adopted by applicant- incorrectly claims a 

connection between estoblishinq a certain threshold for local zoning code cotegories, and 

discriminotinq amongst service providers. The l-,000 watt ERP threshold stated in zoning code is 

simply a threshold that helps define what criteria facilities operating at higher or lower wattages 
will have to comply with. Ihis threshold applies to all service providers equally, and is therefore 
not a mdtter of disuimination, let olone unreasonøble discrimination, Additionally, zoning 

code does not prohibit and does not have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal 

wireless services. On the contrary, Portland's zoning code very specifically defines the criteria 

for such services for any facilities operating below 1,000 watts ERP, as well as any facilities 

operating at ERP's above 1-,000 watts, thus providing set criteria for facilities of any range of ERP 

wattage. 

Applicant asserts that other facilities were not held to the proper interpretation of zoning code 

in the past. There is no evidence in the record to support that assertion. The simple statement 

that staff's understanding of ERP-threshold criteria in the past was different than the actual 

correct meaning of zoning code as it was recently confirmed by the Hearings Officer, does not 
mesn that any previously permitted focility would have been permitted incorrecfly. lt also 

does not mean that any previously permitted facility would or could not have been permitted in 

a substantially equivalent manner if the correct interpretation of code would have been applied 

to its permit review at the time. 

And regardless of those points, the City is certainly allowed Io odopt a different interpretation of 
its code as long as they don't unreasonably discriminate amongst providers in that. Adoption of 
the new and correct code interpretation would and should of course apply equally to any ønd 

all providers, ond would therefore not constitute discrimination, let alone unreasonable 

d i scri mi n atì o n, a mo ng st provid e rs. 

Applicant apparently disagrees with us on this point, but from our perspective on justice, we 

certainly hope that if proof were everto be found of some wrongful executions, future suspects 



in similar cases should not also be executed 'so as to not upset any family members of 
previously wrongly executed people'who otherwise might think or claim their executed family 

members were " unreqsonobly discriminoted against". 

3) The third point applicant makes in their January 1l- memo is that the City and Hearings Officer 
were wrong because Ihe Hearings Officer failed to decide which criteria applied and failed to 
determine there was substantial evidence showing the approval criteria were met. Both claims 

are untrue and frankly quite discerning. 

It is the responsibility of the applicant to determine what their application constitutes, what City 

code requires as far as application process and for the proposed development, and what the 
applicant actually is applying for. lt is not up to the Hearings Officer to determine whot criteria 
apply: that is what City zoning code is for and that is what is prescribed in City Code!City code is 

very clear about what is required for any RF Transmission Facility within the City, clearly 

distinguishing between criteria for smaller (< L,000 watts ERP)versus bigger (> 1,000 watts ERP) 

facilities. lt was applicant who failed to provide reliable information as to whqt their proposed 

development constitutes, As the Hearings officer pointed out, the applicant's application 

included statements as to the ERP ranging anywhere from 39.28 watts to more than 6,724 walts 
ERP, thereby stretching from less lhan 5% of the threshold for code section C to more than 6 

times that threshold. This is obout the applicant's failure to provide reliable information, not 
about the Hearings Officer's failure to determine what criteriu øpply! 

On the second claim from appellant, besides the fact that the Hearings Officer simply could not 

apply approval criteria due to application's løck of relioble information regarding the proposed 

development, he was also faced with portions of the applicant's information clearly beingillegal 
mqterials and therefore not permissible as "substantíal evidence". Therefore, on that claim 

too, it's not about the Hearings Officer's failure to find substantial evidence, but rather about 

applicønt's failure to provide proper legally acceptable evidencel 

Not only was it the City's and Hearings Officer's right to deny the application in this case, it was 

and is octually the City's obligation to deny the opplication which was correctly enacted by the 
Hearings Officer! 

From the explanation above it shall be clear that there is no basis for appellant's claim that the Hearings 

Officer's decision "likelyviolales several provisions of the FederalCommunications Act". On the 

contrary, the City acted fully in its rights ond os required by its own zoning code, State law and Federal 

law by denying on incorrect, inconsistent and insufficient application! 



We also like to make a few additional notes related to process: 

(L) lt's important to point out that applicant is incorrect in the base facts of its assertions, and is 

again crossing the line of proper and due public process. Applicant claims thal"there is 

substantial evidence in the record that the City....." and then continues with "For example, in 

the January 5,201"2 staff report....".5ince this appeal to City Council was an "on the record" 

appeal, no new evidence was allowed into the record after the close of the record set by the 
Hearings Officer at 4:30 pm on October 17,20L1-. Although it appears that City Council may have 

officially reopened the record on the afternoon of January IL,20L2, this does in our 

understanding not mean that any evidence wrongfully entered into the record (or wrongfully 

claimed to be part of the record), retro-actively becomes part of the record. This legal memo 

submitted by appellant on January 1-1 and referring to a January 5,2012 Staff Report that is not 

part ofthe record, crosses those lines of proper legal process. 

Either way, the claim by applicant that there is substantialevidence in the record as to the proposed 

development meeting City code is incorrect. 

(21 Equally importantly, there is no relevant connection between or point to be made by the 

applicant's statement that "...the City has consistently applied this threshold to include all 

facilities" and the quoted sentence from the staff report which merely states lha'L"City staff hos 

consistently opplied ERP as a review and permittingthreshold for nearly 1,000 individual 

wireless telecommunication facilities". City Code indeed prescribes ERP as the unit of measure 

for setting certain thresholds, so it's only proper for City staff to apply that measure in their 
review and permitting decisions. We have not analyzed or reviewed the previous 

reviews/permitting files referred to, but can only hope that City staff indeed in every case 

opplied ERP as the threshold, since thot is whot code requires. Those files are not part of the 

record, nor do we have reason to believe that City did not apply ERP as the criteria every time. 

To be clear and specific: City staff only states here that they consístently used ("opplied")EßP as 

a measure to check the threshold, and does not at all claim that they applied the rules or 

threshold consistently! There is no claim (let alone substantialevidence!) in the record that the 

City staff has applied the threshold consistently (or more relevantly: consistently in a way that 

by the Hearings Officer recent ruling could be considered to be incorrectly). 

There is a huge and very important and fundamental difference in meaning between 

"consistently applying something" versus "applying something consistently"! 

As an example: "Since 2000, the City has consistently used tax revenues to fund City's 

Departments" means something totally different than "Since 2000, the City has used tax 

revenues to fund City's Departments consistently". The first sentence merely states thattax 
revenues went to Departments everyyearsince 2000; the second sentence states thatthere 



was consrstency in how tax revenues were split between Departments. Obviously, a very 

different meaning! 

(3) ln addition, there is absolutely no issue of concern with, nor is there any conflict between the 
described historic practices as quoted from the City's staff report and the Hearings Officer's 

finding that this application should be denied. The foct that other permit applications have 

been processed in the past and in certøin situations were opproved, has nothing to do and has 

no bearing at oll on the decision by the Hearings Officer to deny this particular øpplicøtion for 
the reasons he did! 

(4) Furthermore, the applicant incorrectly refers to "the Hearings Officer's new interpretation" 
(emphasis added). Unlike the applicant themselves who kept changing and adding new data and 

interpretations into the record throughout the process, the Hearings Officer has been very clear 

and consistent throughout. As far as we know and understand, and as supported by the record, 

lhe Heørings Officer hos provided just the one interpretation as requested and required in this 
cose; there is no o/d interpretation versus new interpretation. The fact that applicant may have 

made incorrect assumptions as to the correct meaning of City Code must not be misconstrued 

by claiming the Hearings Officer have ever changed his mind or has made inconsistent 

interpretations! (ln our mind it's not fair to the Hearings Officer, and it's unfair and disingenuous 

to try to misrepresent the facts that way to City Council and the citizens of Portland.) 



Marcel Hennans
 
6910 SE Raymond Court
 

Portland, OR 97206
 
( E-mail: eu roguy_pdx@ya hoo.com)
 

January 25,201-2 

City of Portland 

Attn: Portland City Council 

1221 SW Fourth Ave. 

Portland, OR 97201 

Re: Case File LU L1--125536 CU AD 

RESPONSE TO VERIZON LEGAL MEMO AND HEARING MEMO 

Dear Mayor Adams and City Commissioners: 

This memo addresses several issues related to the materials submitted bythe appellant by 

letter from Mr. Grillo dated Januarv 6. 2012. "Appellant's Hearing Memo". 

ln this January 6 Hearing Memo, Mr. Grillo makes several statements that are incorrect and untrue and 

which need to be corrected. This letter provides those corrections. 

(1) Applicant states that their appeal is centered around three key issues. Although appellant of 
course is free to chooses what issues to raise in their appeal, the three issues they elected to 
raise ore not necessdrily the ones that are crucisl to the question at stake in the øppeal 
process qs it is defined in City Codel 



The møin question at stoke in this appeol is whether the Heorings Officer was correct in his 
conclusion and determination thatthis application should be denìed based on the substantial 
evidence in the record. lf the Hearings Officer was indeed correct in his findings that the 
applicant did not meet the burden of proof to show that the application meets City Code, the 
application should indeed have been denied by the Hearings Officer, and tåe applicotion (and in 
this case the oppeal) willsimply again need to be denied by City Council. 

The possibility that the denial by City Council would have negative impocts to the appellont, that 
it might be uncomfortable and somewhat awkward for City Stoff who may have personally 

identified themselves with the history and outcome of this case, orthe statements by appellant 
orcertainCityStaffthatsuchdenialcould potentiollyhavecertainundesiredconsequences,such 

as additional worklood for BDS staff are all inconsequential and irrelevqnt to this main question 

ot stake which is: Was the Hearinss Officer correct in his decision? 

We certainly believe that the evidence in the record supports the Heoríngs Officer's decision, 

snd that therefore the Hearings officer mode the correct decision thqt should be reconfirmed 
by City Council. 

[Note: There ore mony odditional specificfactors thqt contributed to the HeorÌngs Officer's 

decision to deny the applicotion. All of those con be found in the detoiled testimony previously 

submitted. Pleose revert bock to those ports of the record os needed.l 

Item I 

l-A) Under their first item l-A the applicant suggests that the City had intended to regulate RF 

Transmission Facilities differently than they actually did. Appellant suggests that City did not 
really meon whot it wrote, and did not write what it meant when it established the subject 

sections of City code. 

Applicant also claims Thal"the Heoring Officer struggled" with his interpretation of code. There 

is no evidence in the record, nor is there any reason to believe that the Hearings Officer 

struggled at all. The City code in this matter is very clear. The Hearings Officer apparently was 

very easily able to read and interpret the applicable code and ruled accordingly in his decision. 

Code applies as it is written, as it should. Even in her May t2,2OOO memo submitted by 

appellant as attachment to theirJanuary l-L memo Ms. Cate states (page 1-, second paragraph): 

" .....we need to apply the code os it is written until it can be omended..." ! 

Only when it is not clear at all what the actual text of the law or code means, does the 
"legislative intent" possibly come into play as a potentialtie-breaker in orderto decide between 
two equally plausible interpretations of code. 



Even if the original legislative intent would have been something else than what was enacted as 

code or law, the main premise of the law is that code opplies as it is written. 

ln this case, it has not been established at all that there is any true ambiguity as to the meaning 

of "facilities operating at L,000 watts ERP or less". On the contrary, the meaning of facility and 

its ERP appears to be clearto anyone in the general public as well as to the applicant and its 

professional RF Engineering consultants, and also to the rest of the RF industry. lt only appears 

to be City Staff (or more precisely specifically Ms. Cate) who appears to hold a differing view of 
what this text means. 

ln this matter, it is important to note that opplicant as well qs their RF Engineering Consultant 

in all their initiol øpplication materials clearly adhered to and bought into the common 

meøning of facility and ERP, as it being the total ERP of the facility! (See Exhibits A-2, A-4, H

28a,, etc.) lt was not until after applicant was very specifically directed by Staff (i.e. Ms. Cate) to 
change their submitted engineering report, that the consultant ultimately submitted a revised 

report, and even in that revised report it is very clearfrom the language that the RF Engineer did 

not want to state that "the facility will operate at less than 1,000 watts ERP" as Staff had 

requested, but could only go that far as to state "Therefore the facility will operate at less than 

1,000 watts (ifl bosed on one chonnel of one antenna. " Note: Emphasis was not added by us in 

this rebuttal but was actually added by the Engineer himself in his original report, in fact as a 

very loud and clear disclaimer as to a required condition in order to be able to support the first 
part of that statement!!This is very relevant and important, as it shows that the Engineer 

cannot, did not want, and did in fact not state that "The proposed facility willoperate at less 

than 1,000 watts ERP" period, even though that was what City Staff had asked for. 

Additionally, the RF industry has been consistently applying this proper common understanding 

Ihat "the ERP of a focility is the total ERP of all its antennds and oll its channels combined" 
when ¡nterpreting Portland's City Code. On page 3 of her May 1.2,2O0O memo Ms. Cate explains 

a problem of applicants consistently submitting applications with too hieh ERP values because as 

she states "....the values being declored were the totql output of all antennas of the facility" . 

This is yet another very clear sign that that is indeed how the experts in the industry read and 

interpret the code! 

Appellant in its memo refers to "legislative intent" while in fact the only documentation they 
reference to is materialfrom Ms. Cate. lt is Ms. Cate's testimony to the Hearings Officer, and a 

memo from 12 years ago by Ms. Cate's that are claimed to show the claimed legislative intent. 

Ms. Cate's sole opinion is not what defines "legislative intent". ln order for there to be reason to 
believe the legislators actually meant something different that what they "accidentally" enacted 

into law (code), it needs to be established that legislators themselves were of a different opinion 

of the matter than what ended up in code. The Hearings Officer already reviewed and factored 

in Ms. Cate's arguments in his review and decision and found those to be none convincing, 

hence his decision in favor of opponents on this matter. 



ln this case, we're just dealing with an appllcant who admittedly does not like the code as it is 

written and its implications, and who is now trying to argue that something else was meant than 

what was actually written. 

The appellant's claim that something different was meant than what was actually written in the 

code is highly speculative. 

Just as an example of how speculative this becomes: Appellant claims that "The City's intent was 

to regulate wireless facilities such as this one through the CUP standards in PCC 

33.815.225(C)...". One needs to realize that facilities anything like the currently proposed one 

didn't even exist at the time the code was written! Per the City's staff report (page 12) the RF 

industry has undergone dramatic changes since 1996. Some quotes from that page: "The 

industry experienced explosive growth shortly after passage of the Telecommunications Act of 
1996" and "At the same time (in 2009) there were 55.8 million subscribers to mobile internet 
access services at speeds exceeding 200kbs in at least one direction - which is more than 

double the number at the end of 2008." (original emphasis; NOT added !). ln addition it speaks 

of 3G,4G and related services, which all didn't even exist in 1997. 

As another example: Someone being cited for driving more than 80 mph on the freeway cannot 

claim that the intent of the original 55 mph speed limit when it was written into law was merely 

to define "a sofe speed" which for his current modern car with air bags, advanced brake control, 

etc. 25+ years later equates to something in the order of 90 mph. lt would be similarly 

ridiculous for that person to claim that the speed limit was intended to apply Io the averoge 

speed over the tr¡p, instead of to the maximum speed. lf the law speaks of a maximum speed of 
55 mph, then that is what was meant. Where City code speaks to "facilities operat¡ng at 1,000 

watts or less" there is no reason to believe the intent was to instead speak of "wireless facilities 

for cell phone coverage" let alone "wireless facilities for cell phone coverage regardless of its 

power levels". 

Contrary to what appellant claims, it is very clear that the intent was to implement some 

numeric threshold based on radiated power, since that is specifically included in the definition 
of the code categories. lf as Ms. Cate and appellant suggest legislators intended to define a 

category for all "Cellular, PCS, and SMRS- services", allthey would have needed to do was to 
write "Facilities for providing Cellular, PCS, and SMRS- services" [and they even could have 

added "or similar" to that sentence, to provide for future flexibility if they'd wanted tol. lnstead, 

they chose to define the threshold based on Radiated Power levels of the Facility. lt's hard to 
see howthat could have been an accident, and not been intentional..... 

This becomes even clearer if the situational environment in which the subject 2004 update to 
zoning code was introduced is taken into account. Staff's memo speaks to the situation when a 

100 watts ERP threshold had become obsolete due developments in the industry and new 

applications mostly exceeding this 100 watts threshold. Therefore, the City would have been 

very aware of any perceived downsides associated with regulating these facilities based on 



radiated power levels thresholds, instead of on functional description (such as cellular phone 

versus broadcast television). However, the City and City Council specifically elected to keep ERP 

levels as distinguishing factors in City code and use thresholds based on the numeric value of 
ERP os the deciding factor between code sections. 

Frankly, in light of all of this above, it seems to us that it would be kind of insulting to the City 

Council members of that time to claim that they were too illiterate or non-articulate or not 

intelligent enough to know differences in meaning between "Facilities operating at L,000 watts 
or less" which is the text they voted to approve versus "Any wireless communication facility 

regardless of its power level". 

l-B) Under item 1-8, appellant asserts that the Hearings Officer overlooked or failed to realize 

some facts in this matter. Such assertion is far from the truth! The Hearings Officer was correct 
on this issue as well. 

Under 1,-B in its memo, appellant states three times in different wording simply that "because 

federal rules set a limit of i",000 watts ERP ..... this facility will not exceed the 1",000 watt ERP 

threshold...". There isn't much more substance or information in that statement than in the 
statement "Because committing a crime is not allowed by federal law, crimes will never happen 

in this country". lf life was just that s¡mp|e...... 

Additionally, it is simply not true that the FCC limits the power of a facility to 1,000 watts ERP or 
less! As can be seen in the excerpts of federalcode submitted into the record in previous 

testimony, that assertion by appellant is simply not true! 

Appellant further claims that "While the methodologyfor calculating ERP is not articulated in 

the City's code, federal rules generally require ERP to be calculated by antenna, by channel, in a 

given direction." 

The methodology of calculating ERP of a facility is not less articulated in City code than 
calculation of similar numeric concepts of other facilities. Capacity of parking facilities is 

calculated as the summed capacity of the facility, not as the capacity of one of its parking spots. 

Floor area of many types of facilities is calculated as the totalfloor area of subject facility, not 
just that of that of the highest floor or of the oldest building of the facility. Etc. etc. etc,.. 

Furthermore, FCC very specifically does state that in situations relevant to this particular 

application, ERP of a facility means and therefore is to be calculated as the total ERP of all the 
channels of allthe antennas of the facilityl 

As is shown in severaldocuments in the record, FCC regulations clearly states: (see 47 CFR Ch. I 

(10-1-{4 Edition), section L.1307 (page 326) and/or see link below): 

hilp.1-ÁryUV,epp-C9øfdSvs/pke/CFR-2004-title47-voli./pdf/CFR-2004-tjJle47-volL-chapl-subchgl?n. pdf 



"The term power in column 2 of table 1" refers to totol operating power of the transmitting 
operotion in question in terms of effective rodioted power (ERP), equivalent isotropically radìated 
power (EIRP), or peak envelope power (PEP), os defined in I 2.1" of this chopter. 
For the case of the Cellulor Radiotelephone Service, subport H of port 22 of this chapter; the 
Personul Communications Service, port 24 of this chapter and the Speciolized Mobile Rodio 
Service, port 90 of this chopter, the phrose totol power of all channels in column 2 of toble L 

meons the sum of the ERP or EIRP of oll co-located simultaneously operating transmitters owned 
ond operated by o single licensee" 

This is of course the same language as the FCC Telecommunications Act of 1996, FCC 96-326, ET 

Docket 93-62, specifically Appendix C, page 89 & 90, which can be found online here: 

http://transition.fcc.gov/Bu rea us/Engineering_Tech nology/Ord ers/L996/f cc96326. pdf 

On top of that, this was also specifically confirmed by e-mail with FCC (see attached e-mail!). 

l-C) Under item L-C, appellant asserts that the applying the correct interpretation of city code 

namely that a facility which is operating at an ERP of well over 1",000 watts should be 

categorized under "facilities operating at more than 1,000 watts ERP" would turn City code on 

its head and create unintended consequences. 

Appellant states they "...do not believe it was the City's intent" for these types of facilities to be 

encouraged to be grouped together. There is no substance or backing of that "belief". ln many 

places does City code encourage collocating of RF facilities, and since collocating and grouping 

are similar concepts, it again becomes very speculative what City's intent was. This and other 
beliefs expressed by appellant under l-C are all highly speculative, unsupported by facts or 
evidence in the record, and these claims "conveniently ignore" the fact that when referring to 
"wireless facilities such os this one" iI speaks to facilities and types of technology that hadn't 
even seen the light when this latest code (and/or revision) was enacted in 2004 or was 

conceived in 2000! 

Therefore, making such statements as to legislative intent is built on the assumption of visionary 
powers of our former City leaders that would be far beyond those of the late Steve Jobs. 

Although we don't want to dismiss that possibility, it certainly seems odd that those same 

visionary leaders would not have the presence of mind at the same time to just clearly state 
"cellular, PCS or SMRS facilities" as the code threshold instead of using the description "facilities 
operating at 1",000 watts ERP or less", or using specific language like "facilities of which the 
maximum ERP of the one antenna with the highest rated ERP operates at 1.,000 watts ERP or 
less" if any of that is what they actually meant. 

lf appellant does mean to suggest in this section of their memo that City code in regards to RF 

Transmitting Facilities needs to be revised and clarified, we certainly agree. Similarly, we believe 

that the City would benefit from some new policy direction in this area of RF facilities. But 

http://transition.fcc.gov/Bu


frankly, we believe, and have sensed that City Councilappears to feel the same way, that such 

revisions and updates will be required regardless of the interpretqtion of code and regørdless 

of City Council's decision in this cøse. Therefore, some sort of unintended consequences are 

simply an unavoidable by-product of whatever outcome this case will have, and will need to be 

addressed by working to update relevant code and policy, not by City Council ruling against the 
meaning of current code. 

The issue of inconsistencies between subsections C and D is just one of several items that we 

have noticed that would need some code revisions. We are more than happyto assist City Staff 

by sharing our input, insight and suggestions when the time is right for that. The suggestion that 
by siding in favor of appellant in this case City Council could svoid unintended consequences is 

in our opinion much too simplistic and naïve. 

If Cíty Council in an attempt to avoid certain specific unintended consequences called out by 

appellant, were to decide thot City code does not medn what it octually says, but instead 

means whatever the legislative intent may have been at the time ceftain sections were enacted, 

it could simply turn any land use case into a chaotic situation. Cases can no longer be reviewed 

or decided based on the City code, but would need lengthy reviews and would routinely lead to 
very difficult and confusing discussions about subjective issues regarding the perceived historic 

intent. 

Furthermore, the sense of justice and fairness for Portland citizens would he seriously 

diminished in that case due to the City no longer applying zoning code consistently as it is 

written, but instead turning ¡t ¡nto a contest of who believes to have the most rights claiming to 
know what the legislative intent was of those behind certain zoning code sections. Or perhaps it 

would make it into a contest for those who have the deepest pockets to argue their point of 
view with the highest possible attorney powers. 

ln addition to that, as far as unintended consequences, there is also the matter of the illegøl 
moterials that were part of the application materials. OSBEELS will be investigating Verizon 

regardingthese violations of ORS in this case. The Hearings Officerwas informed of the issue of 
applicant's violations of ORS and declared applicant's materials unreliable; City Council could 

certainly choose to ignore the Hearings Officer's findings and instead rule in favor of applicant, 

and thereby ignore any and all issues regarding legol licensing requirements by professionals as 

setÍorthinORS. However,asfarassettingprecedenceandcreating unintendedconsequences, 

the City would then also open the door to any other applicant to include false claims of 
professional licensure in official applications, and likelyforego proper recourse in such cases, 

This would not be limited to just Engineers, but would likely include many other professional 

licenses and certifications. Some people may claim to have a liquor license while in fact they 

don't; others may submit letters signed by The Fire Marshall while in fact they are not; etc. etc. 

etc. 



Now how is all of that for "unintended consequences"? 

Item ll 

ll-A) Under item ll-A of their memo, appellant again states that the reason that the proposed 

facility will operate at l-,000 watts or less is that federal law through FCC has established 

maximum power limits for wireless facilities that are 1,000 watts or less. 

lf life were that simple, one might question why there are even courts, or why we'd even need 

zoning review procedures. The driver cited for going 80 mph on l-205, would simply "prove" that 
he didn't go that fast because the speed limit is 55 mph and the law states that everyone shall 

obey the speed limit, therefore he could not and rjid not break the law or exceed the speed 

limit. 

Furthermore, appellant here again fails to properly distinguish between facility and ontenns or 

transmitter. As can be seen by checking the listed reference, the quoted federal regulations in 

fact do not regulate the maximum power of facilitiesl 

ll-B) Under ll-B appellant claims that there is substantialevidence in the record that the 
proposed facility will operate at less than 1,000 watts ERP. As explained below, this claim goes 

wrong in two ways: 

(1")the claimed substantialevidence is actually not at allevidence to that effect, plus 

(2) there is substantial evidence in the record that actually shows the facility will operate at well 

above l-,000 watts ERP. 

(1) ln this section appellant refers in this matter to their Engineer being "... qualified to 
render such opinion" (emphasis added). Obviously, the matter of determining ERP of a 

facility is a matter of fact and not a matter op opinion. What the FCC, the City and the 
public at large will be looking for is a professional who can determine the ERP of the 
facility, not a person who has an opinion sbout the ERP! 

Furthermore, the Engineer does actually NOT at all state that the facility will operate at 

less than 1,000 watts ERP. The Engineer instead states that "Therefore the facility will 
operate at less than l-,000 watts (if) based on one channel of one antennd. " Note: 

Emphasis was not added in this rebuttal but was actually added by the Engineer himself 

in his original report, in fact as a very loud and clear disclaimer as to a required 

condition in order to be able to support the first part of that statement!! This is very 

relevant and important, as it shows that the Engineer cannot, did not want, and did in 

fact not state that "The proposed facility will operate at less than l-,000 watts ERP" 

period. 



lf not already clearfrom the rest ofthese proceedings, the reason forthat added 

disclaimer is certainly clear from the Engineer's other statement. ln those statements 

the Engineer openly admits that the 759 watts maximum ERP applies per each channel 

of each antenna of the facility. The Engineer as well as other application materials are 

also very clear to the fact that the facility will host at least nine antennas, each 

operatingatseveral channels! Therefore,theERPofthefacilityisclearlymorethan 
l-,000 watts ERP. As confirmed by the Hearings Officer (page 11), City code does not 
allow the ERP of an dntenna to be divided by the number of channels it operates on in 

order to get below the code's ERP threshold. 

(2) At least as important as the /ock of evidence in the record that the facility will operate at 

/ess than 1",000 watt ERP, is the fact that there is actually plenty of evidence in the 
record showing that it will operate al ERP level well above the 7,000 wotfs. Just a 

sample of exhibits all showing the total ERP of the facility being higher than 1,000 watts: 
a.) The Engineer's report dated March 201"1, stating :"1 estimate the maximum ERP 

from the Verizon antennas will be less than 10,000 watts", exhibit A-2 

b.) The applicant's Radio Frequency Transmission Facility Registration Form, exhibit A-4 

stating ERP < 1-0,000 watts 

c.) The Engineer's revised report, August 2011 stating "nine antennas", multiple 

channels per antenna" and "less than 759 watts for any single channel from any of 
the (9) antennas" 

d.) The Engineer's additional report, October 201i-, speaking of a facility with mult¡ple 

sectors and "6,724 watts per sector" 

ll-C) Under ll-C, appellant attempts to downplay their conflicting representations as to the ERP 

of the proposed facility that was noted by many people, including the Hearings Officer. This is an 

apparent attempt to dismiss the Hearings Officer's findings of lack of credibility in the 
application materials. 

The appellant claims that the reason the later Engineer's report (dated October 201"1, exhibit 

H27) listed a lower ERP than the "less than 10,000 watts" listed in his earlier report (March 

2011, exhibit A-3 was simply because "...more detoiled ERP informotion was then avoiloble" . 

Because of this new information, the facility's ERP had apparently now dropped from "less than 
10,000 watts" to "less than 759 watts"! Although the design or application for the facility itself 
had not at all changed in the mean time, the estimated ERP had suddenly dropped dramatically 
(from something like 10,000 watts to something in the order of 759 watts! So people are 

requested to believe that the Engineer had it all well calculated and designed at time of 
application, upon which there was just some slight refinement that reduced the power to less 

than L0% of the original estimate......? 

As far as credibility, there is nothing much that can be saved here by applicant, regardless of 
what explanation they would come up with for this sudden drop in ERP, simply be realizing that 
applicant submitted knowingly, openly and willingly in multiple separate documents the initial 



number of "< 10,000 watts" even though the code clearly uses a threshold of 1,000 watts for 
that category and type of facility. lt was only after opponents clearly showed the conflict in this 
matter, that applicant suddenly started submitting other reports that were trying to argue that 
to the contrary the facility was actually operating at less than L,000 watts ERP. 

At the City Council Hearing on January 11-, appellant was heard basically explaining that their 
initial data was not of very high quality (i.e. wrong, inconsistent and unreliable) because they 
didn't expect any realopposition (i.e. people actually reading and checkingthe information and 

challenging the validity of this application against city code). We can only be left to assume or 
conclude that that then also must have been why applicant blatantly stated in several 

documents of their initial application that the facility's ERP would be operating in the order of 
10,000 watts ERP, though the applicable code sect¡on have a threshold of l-,000 watts as its 

maximum....(?) 

On the issue of "cred¡b¡lity" we believe appellant puts the nail in their own coffin by explaining 

that the ERP wattage (39.28 watts ERP) as listed on the October 4,201L Radio Frequency 

Transmission Facilities Registration Form applies to the pilof channelof the fac¡l¡ty! They 

mention that'in their own defense'even though the form specifically requires applicant to list 

all relevant information of each at tenna!! (see City of Portland's RF Transmission Registration 

Form, Exhibit A-4 , H28b) 

Would anyone's 90,000-BTU furnace be rated as "operating at less than L0 BTU" because its 

pilot light is only this poor little tiny flame that cannot possible generate 90,000 BTU of heat 

output...??? 

It is totally irrelevant, inappropriate and in clear violotion of the letter and intent of the 
subject Form and ossociated City code provisions to claim the ERP of the facility to be 39.28 

watts due lo a pilot channel operating at such power output ! 

"Bye bye credibility..... !" 

ll-D) Under ll-D appellant appears to blame the Hearings Officer for not redesigning applicant's 
proposed facility Io a form in which its ERP will be reduced to less than 1,000 watts ERP. We 

find this suggestion very interesting for several reasons: 

(1) Applicanú here apparently and implicitly again admits thot the facility øs proposed does not 
meet the 7,000 wott ERP maximum. Otherwise this whole point or argument under ll-D by 

appellant as to additional requirements for making the facility fit under that category would be 

moot to begin with.... I 

(2) lt ¡s very inappropriate for applicant to suggest that the Hearings Officer (who just like Mr. 

Culley is not a registered or licensed Engineer) should be (re)designing o RF focility for Verizon. 

The burden of proof as to what the facility is and how it meets City code is on the applicant, and 

so is the burden of designing a proposed facility. ln this free country it is applicant's own choice 



whether to design a facility that meet or doesn't meet City code, and whether to apply for 
perm¡ts or not for such facility. lt is in fact not the job for the Hearings Officer to redesign RF 

Facilities that don't meet code. We consider it tasteless of applicant to try to blame the Hearings 

Officer for a series of their own bad judgments. 

(3) Yes, there is more, but we're out of time..... 

Item lll 

Under item lll appellant is trying to make a case thal regardless snd despite o/a// the issues 

mentioned above and in the many other documents from the Neighborhood Associations, SE 

Uplift, multiple neighbors, the state representat¡ve, and several others, which are part of the 
record and that show major deficiencies, inconsistencies, violations of ORS, and other 
problems, and regardless of the Hearings Officer after a thorough review determining that the 
application on many aspects does not meet the requirements, the application should just be 

approved. 

Specifically, lll-A claims again that lhe Hearings Officer was ot fault, this time by not 

determining which criteria applied and by failing to determine there was substantial evidence 

showing the approvalcriteria were met. Both claims are untrue and frankly quite discerning. 

It is the responsibility of the applicant to determine and demonstrate what their application 

constitutes, what City code requires as far as application process and for the proposed 

development, and what the applicant actually is applying f or. lt is not up to the Hearings Officer 
to determine what criteria apply: that is what City zoning code is for and that is what is 

prescribed in City Code! CiTy code is very clear about what is required for any RF Transmission 

Facility within the City, clearly distinguishing between criteria for smaller (< 1-,000 watts ERP) 

versus bigger (> L,000 watts ERP) facilities. It wqs applicont who foiled to provide reliable 
information as to what their proposed development constitutes. As the Hearings officer 
pointed out, the applicant's application included statements as to the ERP ranging anywhere 

from 39.28 to more Than 6,724 watts ERP, thereby stretching from less than 5% of the threshold 

for code section C to more than 6 times that threshold. This is the opplicant's foilure to provide 

reliqble information, not the Hearings Officer's foilure to determine what criteriq apply! 

On the second claim from appellant, besides the fact that the Hearings Officer simply could not 

apply approval criteria due to application's lack of reliable information regardingthe proposed 

development, he was also faced with portions of the applicant's information clearly being illegal 

materials and therefore not permissible as "substantialevidence". Therefore, on that claim too, 

it's not obout the Hearings Officer's faìlure to find substantiql evidence, but rather about 
applicant's failure to provide proper legally acceptable evidence! 



Not only was it the City's and Hearings Officer's right to deny the application in this case, it was 

actuølly the City's obligation to deny the øpplication which was correctly enacted by the 
Hearings Officer! 

ll-B) Under lll-B appellant simply repeats their earlier stated opinion that they themselves 

believe their application materials contain the evidence needed to show approval criteria are 

met. The main argument this time seems to be that 'Staff said so". By referring to the October 3, 

2011staff report appellant seems to conveniently ignore the due process and other steps and 

findings of a land use review. As pointed out by opponents and as confirmed bythe Hearings 

Officer the referenced Staff Report contained multiple significant errors, most importantly 

culminating in the wrong conclusion by staff that substantial evidence had been provided, 

criteria were met and the application should be approved. The Hearings Officer found none of 
those three things, and therefore correctly concluded that the application should be denied. 

Simply going back to the pre-Hearings-Officer's-decision Staff Report for any of those same 

issues would totally defy the whole purpose of a Land Use Review and of a Hearings Officer. lf 
the Hearings Officer is believed to be right only in cases where he agrees with Staff, but is wrong 

and can simply be ignored in case he would rule contrary to Staff recommendations and would 

come up with an independent decision, then what is the use of the Hearings Officer process in 

the first place.,.?? 

lf appellant wants to show or prove the Hearings Officer was wrong, they will have to introduce 

some very convincing new information or evidence, plus proof why that is new and could not 

have been reasonably part of the initialapplication and appellant cannot simply revert backto 
information that was already reviewed, taken into account and ruled upon by the Hearings 

Officer and that was actually found to support his decision to deny the application! 

Conclusion 

Given all the issues and explanation described above, appellant's recommendation and request 

to approve this application is shown to be severely misguided and inappropriaLe. City Council 

should give proper credit to Cíty Code, applicable approval criteria, the City's Land Use Review 

process, and the Hearings Officer's professional judgment and findings that this øpplication 

should be denied. 

Policy ond code updøtes on the subject of Radio Frequency Trønsmission Facilities sre needed 

anywqy, and obviously sooner rather than later. We recommend the City reconfirms the 
Hearings Officer's decision to deny this application, which is so clearly filled with issues beyond 

what can be approved under current code, 



The City can then focus on proper updates and revisions of code and policy. Applicant can 

choose to either submit a valid application for a proposed facility that does meet current code, 

or they can choose to wait to file their application until after policy and code revision are 

enacted, if they prefer and believe that approach is in their better interest. 

Thank you for your time and interest in this matter, 

Marcel Hermans 

January 24,20L2 



Comments to May L2,2000 Memo from 
Sylvia Cate, Re: Effective Radiated Power 
as a review Threshold in Chapter 3 3.27 4 

1) The second paragraph of the memo states "...we need to apply the code as it is written until it 
can be amended..." ! 

Although that was in 2000 and we are now in2O12, we fully agree! 

2) Under "background" , third paragraph on page 2, the memo describes how the 1"997 revisions 

and amendments to Chapter 33.274 and Section 33.815.225 distinguished between certain 

facilities based on their power-levels. lt refers to low-powered facilities as either operating at 

l-00 watts or less or operating between 1-00 and 999 watts, and acknowledges that at least some 

of those requiring certoin (land use) review procedures. 

Note: This is all taking place in 1996 and 1997, so 15 to 16 years ago! 

It also states here that one of the purposes was ùo discourage applications for new towers. 

It also states that these facilities (note: not "antennas") must meet new approvalcriteria ...to 

address the impacts of 'cellular monopoles' .....in or near residential neighborhoods ! 

3)	 ln the fourth paragraph on page 2, the memo states "Because these facilities ore extremely 
low-powered...." (emphasis added). Therefore, this memo actually makes it quite clear that the 
allesed intent (of some Citv Staff) at the time in 1997 was to base the distinction between 

threshold cateeories on power-levels, not on technolosv tvpe (such as television versus mobile 
phone networks) as appellant in this case now attempts to argue. Furthermore, there was a 

clear intent to only allow within these code sections facilities that are extremely low-powered. 

At the top of page 3 the memo states: "Any facility exceeding these FCC thresholds requires a 

'routine environmental evaluation' as further defined by the FCC." 

4l	 We like to point to two other items of great importance: 



1)	 This properly refers to the 1,000 watts value as the FCC threshold (not a limit!), so it is not 
that facilities over that threshold aren't allowed or possible. On the contrary, referring to it 
as a threshold only makes sense if facilities of more than 1,000 watts are also possible and 

allowed by FCC, so this directly disproves the point that appellant tries to make in stating 

that FCC simply doesn't allow facilities of more than 1",000 watts, so therefore their facility 
would by definition be allowed. 

2)	 It refers to a'routine environmental evaluation' thereby also showing that it is quite 

common for such facilities to exceed that threshold and that those facilities could still be 

allowed as long as the required environmental evaluation comes out OK. 

5) Slightly lower on that same page, Ms. Cate continues with "By my layperson's calculations, this 
results in these types of facilities being limited to 1,000 watts ERP or 1",640 watts ElRP". This is 

one of the areas where Ms. Cate goes wrong in translating or transforming a threshold into a 

limit...... 

The memo then continues to describe how registration forms for new facility permits were 

being continuously submitted based on the "total output of all antennas of the facility.."! This is 

yet another strong clue and indication that professionals in the RF industry, the ones submitting 
permit applications, if asked what "the ERP of the facility" is, consistently will state it is the total 
ERP of all antennas combined! 

Since this was a problem for City Staff in processing the applications properly under code, so Ms. 

Cate describes how she came up with a "mathernatical bridge" that could make the actual 

problem go away: she notes that dividing the ERP by the numbers of antennas largely makes the 
problem go away, 

There is no mention at all, let alone properly addressing, of the fact that apparentlythe industry 

is telling the City in every single application that ERP of a facility is meant and understood to 
mean the total ERP of the facil¡ty with all its antennas. 

She then continues to describe how she made some judgment calls to keep applications moving, 

but how she feels that is not a proper way considering the declared ERP often exceeds code 

thresholds by more than 2 to 4 times. She states she is looking for a way to show that "the 
declared ERP values were equivalent to the ERP thresholds as defined bythe Zoning Code". 

ln the next paragraph she describes how "lt is difficult to explain in a pre-app why certain 
provisions apply when it appears that others should". 

Conclusion 

Therefore, from this memo, it is very clear that: 



1)	 The RF industry consistently interpreted "ERP of a focility" to meqn the total ERP oÍ the Ídcility 
with all its qntennas, and not "the ERP of just one of its antennas". Applicants also presumable 

read City code prior to applying for their permit, and that language did also not sway or change 

their governing interpretation as to how this is meant. This is even the case after Ms. Cate 

and/or other staff suggests applicants to divide the ERP by the number of antennas, which 
doesn't convince applicants but rather as quoted in the memo by "expressing some justifiable 

frustrations with the situation". 

2)	 So far, the only independent source identified that believes the ERP of a facility is that of a 

single antennu hqs been Ms. Cøfe; anyone else fou nd adopting that view has derived that either 
directly or indirectly from instructions from Ms. Cate. 

3)	 The City, knowingly facing this issue, did nothing to change the language and reduce any 

possible confusion, so there certainly wos no demonstrated intent to chønge the official City 
interpretation endorsed by the RF industry, inta an interpretation fovored by Ms. Cøte in order 

to make the code work easier for her. 

4)	 It is very clear that the City's intent was to apply the thresholds in Chapter 33.274 and Section 

33.8L5.225 to facilities that are " extremelv low-powered "! Since the currently proposed 

facility is far from that, there wcrs no intent at alt to have this proposed facitity Íit under the 
lowest possible category in those code sections. 

s)	 As Staff reported on page 12 in the Staff Report, developments in the RF industry since 1-996 

have been dramatic, making it very clear that this currently proposed facility could and would 

never have fit under the intent of City Council when this code was enacted 15 years ago! 



Comments to fune 1,4,2000 Memo from 
Barry Manning, Re: Code Issues in 
Chapter 3 3.27 4 



Comments to lanuary 5 ,2012 Letter 
from Thomas S. Gorton, PE 

Unfortunately, Mr. Gorton's letterfocuses solely on an issue that is not being disputed in this case and 

which has no bearing on the Hearings Officer's decision or any of the points raised by opponents in this 

case. 

The letter states that theirfirm had "been asked to review prior evaluations of the proposed Verizon 

Wireless personal wireless telecommunications facility "POR Foster" for compliance with Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) regulations regarding human exposure to radio frequency (RF) and 

electromagnetic fields (EMF), and maximum Effective Radiated Power (ERP) limits." 

The reason whythe Hearings Officerdecided to denythe subject application was that it doesn't meet 

Portland City code, not because it doesn't meet FCC regulations. Therefore, this letter reiterating that 
the proposed facility would mee| FCC regulotions is irrelevant and just a matter of noise in these 
proceedings. 

One minor point worth noting though is that Mr. Gorton, just like his colleague Mr. Pinion did before, is 

to carefully avoid the red-flag or smoking-gun issue of "ERP of the facility'' which is key in their non

compliance with City code since doing so would be detrimentalto their appl¡cation. lnstead Mr. Gorton 

only refers To " per chonnel ERP values" which has no bearing on City code or the issue at stake in this 

appeal...... 



EXHIBIT 'l: Confirmation e-mail from FCC 

From : OETlnfo <OETI nfo@fcc.gov>
 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com>
 
Cc: Donald Campbell <Donald.Campbell@fcc.gov>
 
Sent: Wednesday, November 2,2011 8:34 AM
 
Subject: RE: Questions regarding ERP of facilities (wireless telecommunications)
 

Hel l-o Marce.l., 

The answer to your question depends on the context. lror exampÌ.e, Section 
22.9I3 of FCC ruÌes I imits the ERP of cel]-ular base station transmitters 
generaÌly to 500 vratt-s. That limitation is per frequency. 

In contrast, f.o¡ rad-i-ofrequency (RF) exposure puì:poses, we geneÌ:al,ly do not 
specif-y the tot¿r-1. llRll l-or: a f-aci.l-ity. However, to determine excf usion f rom 
furl-her radiofrequency (RF) exposure evaluations we consider the total ERP 

for multiple ant-,ennas and frequencies that are collocated as specified i.n 
Sect j,on 1 .130 7 (b) (l ) Iro.rî the wiref ess services usi-ng sector antennas, the 
ERP is summed for alf channels and a.l-l antennas operat-ed by a single l.icensee 
in a single sector in each particular service or frequency band. 

Since the spati.aì, r:egions where our RF exposure fimiLs may be exceeded are 
typically sma11, and clifferent licensees and fr:equency bands were assumed (at 
the time the RFR rules were written) to not use the same antenna, the intent 
was to sum the ERP for all the antennas that are practically collocated. For 
example, consìcìer a tower hostlng 5 different licensees, with each licensee 
operating in a sing-Ie frequency band and at a different heighl on the towe¡:. 
fn that case each -L-i-censee could independently use the applicable excl-usion 
without consideration of the facilil-ies operated by other licensees. 

As you may know, we have proposed changes to our categorica.l excÌus.ion 
criteria to deal with the now-com.mon depÌoyments -involving multiple licensees 
and frequency bands (poss-ibÌy operating from the same antennas), and we may 
acL on these proposals in the future. Ilùe emphasize that compJ-ì-ance wj.th our 
exposure Lj,mi.ts is requ.ì.r:ed reqardless of categor:-ical exclusion, so j-t may be 
prudent to sum exposure from alf sources in the area 

f hope that thj-s js responsive to your questions. Pfease contact me i"f you 
require further guidance. 

Regards, 
Donald 
Donald Draper Campbell 
Senior Engineer 
Federal Communications Commission 
Office of Engineering and Technology 
Washington, DC 20554 
+1 202-418-2405 

http:Lj,mi.ts
http:spati.a�
mailto:Donald.Campbell@fcc.gov
mailto:euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
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From: Euro Guy lfla.[q:gg1SSly*12dx1QJah9S-cg¡fl Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 10:34 PM To: 
OETInfo Subject: Questions regarding ERP of facilities (wireless telecommunications) 

As it pertains to wireless communication facilities (cell towers, etc.) there is some recent confusion 
in our community about the proper interpretation and application of Effective Radiated Power 
(ERP) as it relates to facilities with multiple antennas. lt appears that the most common and 

accepted interpretation of ERP of facilities is similarto how power of facilities is defined and 

determined in general: The (total) ERP of a facility is the sum of the ERP's of its individual 
transmitters. (Just like the total power of a "power plant facility" consisting of 4 turbines or 
generators with output of 500 kW each would be characterized as a "2 MW facility" or a "2 MW 
power plant.") 

1) ls it indeed the interpretation of the FCC that a facility consisting of l-0 antennas that each has an 

ERP of 100 watts should be characterized as a 1,000 watt facility? 

2) Similarly, an antenna that transmits on two channels with an ERP of 50 watts each per channel 
should be characterized as an antenna with an ERP of 1"00 watt, and not as an antenna with an ERP 

of 50 watts, correct? 

3)And also as a very specific example, a facility consisting of a tower with 10 antennas that are each 

rated as having an ERP of 50 watts, should not be characterized as "a facility operating at 100 watts 
or less"; correct? 

It seems very clear from the many FCC regulations, rules, publications and communications that 
those are indeed the proper and correct interpretations, however due to the confusion in our 
community lwould highly appreciate it if you could confirm those interpretations are correct. 

(P.S. I realize that not all channels and all antennas of a facility may necessarily transmit all at the 
same time, and certainly not do so at their maximum ERP levels, and I also realize that antennas 
transmitting in different directions not necessarily have overlapping fields of their radiation, but the 
questions above just pertain to the definition and interpretation of ERP for multi-channel, multi
antenna facilities.) 

Thanks, 

Marcel 



White Paper * byt Mqrcel Hermuns * December 2077 

Meaning üf, "HRP" iÏ't Fortland City Code 

Introduction 
ln some recent land use cases in Poftland, confusion and discussion emerged on the meaning and 

proper interpretation of "ERP" ("Effective Radiated Power") as used in Portland City Code. ln several 

sections of its zoning code, PCC (Portland City Code) uses certain numeric value thresholds of "ERP" 

("Effective Radiated Power") of Radio Frequency Transmission Facilities to distinguish between different 
types and categories of facilities in orderto set different (zoning) code requirements. Amongst other 
things, severalcriteria for exemption, approval, conditional use review and development standards are 

tied to that metric of ERP. 

It appears that Portland City staff apparently has been interpreting this portion of City code incorrectly, 

resulting in several cases in which such facilities were not properly and correctly evaluated against the 
applicable code. 

This white paper provides background and explanation of the proper meaning and interpretation of ERP 

as used in Portland City Code, and seeks to assist City staff and others in better understanding and 

correct interpretation of existing rules and regulations as to ERP. 

Background 
ln the recent "Decision of the Hearings officer" for LU II-1-25536 CU AD (HO 411-0025) daTed 1L/2/201.1., 

the hearings officer rules on several issues related to ERP, specifically: 

(1) whether the "ERP of a facility" is the ERP of just one single antenna or the ERP of all 

antennas of that facility, and 

(2) whetherthe "ERP ofone antenna" is the ERP ofjust one single channel ofthe antenna, or 

really the ERP of the one antenna (with all its channels included). 

On the second issue the hearings officer concluded that the "ERP of one antenna" is indeed that, and is 

not to be divided by the number of channels that the specific antenna may be operating at [see Page L1 

of decisionl. Since this interpretation is quite logical and intuitive in itself, and since further explanation 
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as to that interpretation is included in the hearings officer decision, this paper does not intend to 
specifically focus on or add to that explanation. 

On the first issue, the hearings officer concluded that "the language of PCC 33.875.225 C ('facilities 

operating at 1",000 watts ERP or less...") is subíectto two plausible interpretations. IPage 9] 

Furthermore, based on the arguments and evidence submitted to him, the hearings officerfound that 
"the most plausible interpretation of PCC 33.815.225 is that the l-,000 watts threshold for a facility is 

the ERP for a single antenna". [Page 10 of decision] 

As described in this paper, a closer and better look at this issue whether "ERP of a facility" is indeed the 
totalERP of thefacility (as in "the ERP of allthe antennas the subjectfacilitycontains") or rathershould 
be interpreted to mean "the ERP of just one of those antennas" was performed. That analysis shows 

that the hearings officer's ultimate conclusion was premature and incorrect. Taking into consideration 

the additional anolysis summarized below shows that the only correct interpretation of "ERP of a 

focility" is the one that determines the Effective Radiated Power (ERP) of a facility by taking into 
qccount the radiated power of all components of that facility. 

This paper describes and summarizes several different reasons and arguments which all supportthis 

conclusion. 

Supporting reasons and arguments 

Reason t 13,*{upnl"Lw¡xn q:à""l::Vizr:'" and proper interpretation of language, 

PCC defines ERP or Effective Radiated Power as: "A calculation of the amount of power emitted from a 

radio frequency antenna". 

The definition in PCC provides for a definition of ERP as transmitted from dn ontenna only to define or 

explain where the power physically originates from (from a antenna): meaning that it is the power at 

stake here is being emitted from antennas, not from the sun, and not from the lights, the heater, the 

intercom,themicro-waveoven,oranyothercomponentofthefacilityoritsvicinity. ltdoesn'tprovide 
for a specific exclusion in stating it comes from one antenna. 

lnthiscasepowercomesfromanantenna,sotheERPasdefinedisclearlytheERPof thatantenna. lf 
milk is defined as "the liquid coming from the utters of a cow", that doesn't mean that the same liquid 

from the utters of L0 cows when it's poured in one larger container or tank is no longer milk.... ! (ln the 
exact same way, ERP from l-0 antennas of a facility is still ERP! lf ERP coming from one antenna is ERP, 

then ERP from 10 antennas is also still ERP.) 

The definition in PCC just provides for a definition of ERP as transmitted ("radiated") from an dntenns.lt 
doesn't provide for an immediate definition of ERP of a focility. A facility with multiple antennas will also 
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radiate power and do more so than any single antenna of the facility. The power radiated from a facility 
with multiple antennas will be the total power as radiated from its antennas combined. 

lf ERP of a facility were meant to referto the ERP of one specific antenna of the severalantennas 
included in the facility it would have to be specified which antenna would be the one determining the 
ERP of the facility. That could have been the average ERP of the antennas, the mean, the median, the 
lowest or the highest ERP value, or it could have been the ERP of the antenna which is the closest to 
neighboring properties, the one closest to residential areas, or of the one antenna at the lowest 

elevation of the facility, etc. etc. lt could have been the ERP of the ãntenna that is being used the most 

throughout the year, the antenna that was installed first or last, etc. etc. Each of these options could 

have some rationale and arguments of why that makes sense, but the fact is that none of those are 

specified as the one interpretation that applies. On the contrary, by not specifying or even hinting at 

which particular option or interpretation applies, it leaves all the other options and possible 

interpretations open as each being equally logical possibilities, and is therefore not all a true definition 
or plausible interpretation. ln fact, this situation clearly shows that it could never have been the intent 
of a logical person to come up with that definition if the intent was to have ERP of a facility be the ERP of 
just one antenna of the facility. 

Putting a single focus on "a antenna" in this definition and ignoring all the other context of the world 
around it is as ridiculous as claiming that the definition "A calculation of the amount of power emitted 
from a radio frequency antenna" would define ERP not as the actual physical power being emitted, but 

rather asthe calculqtion of that power (i.e. a sheet of paper with some numbers on it, consisting of a 

calculation). That is what that definition literally states after all, right....? Any logical person would know 

better on those. 

The definition of ERP uses the term "power" also therefore implicitly also deals with the definition of 
"power". 

lf the power of a light bulb is 60 watts and a light fixture has 3 such bulbs included, the total 
power from the light fixture is 3 x 60 = l-80 watts. 

lf a wind turbine park has l-00 turbines that can each generate 500 kilowatts of power, the 
power the total park can generate equals L00 x 500 = 50,000 kilowatts (equals 50 megawatts). 

lf the average power use of a household in a town with 2,000 households is 1,800 watts, the 
average power usage of the total town is 2,000 x 1,800 = 3,600,000 watts (equals 3.6 

megawatts). 

That is simply how the concept of power and calculations of power work: total power of a system or 

facility is the combined power of its components. This is a very universal and common concept and 

therefore applies in any situation in general unless specifically excluded. PCC does not contain any 

language or indications to the contrary, so therefore it should be assume to apply in PCC as well. 
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Reason 2= Logic 

Regulating RF Transmission Facilities based on the power emitted only makes sense if the regulation 

takes into account the total power emitted by the facility. lf that simple rule of logic is not followed, the 

entire base of the subject regulation becomes meaningless. 

Allsorts of facilities could be constructed and permitted under rules for "Facilities operating at 1,000 

watts ERP or less", without any limits of their emitted power simply by putting many antennas on the 
facility. Someone intending to construct a facility with an actual physically emitted power (or ERP) of 
200,000 watts would simply put 200 antennas on the facility, and still be able to claim the facility's ERP 

is less than 1,000 watts. Similarly, creating a facility of one million watts ERP would be possible and 

allowed under those provisions of PCC as well, simply by increasing the number of antennas by another 

5 times from there. Any really, it doesn't stop at l million watts, it's truly limitless! 

Therefore, with that interpretation, the rules of PCC zonìng code would basically be explained to mean: 

"You can establish RF facilities of an unlimited and unregulated amount of power or ERP as long as the 
antennas you use in the facility have an ERP of 1,000 watts or less." 

So PCC would prescribe that a certain facility with L0 antennas of l-,500 watts each would not be 

allowed under those provisions, yet the exact same facility with exact same footprint, same radiated 

power, and all the same other features and impacts would be allowed if the number of antennas would 

be doubled to 20 antennas of 750 watts ERP. 

Not only is that contrary to what a logical person would think of this, but in addition that would also be 

in stark contrast and conflict with the basic principles that PCC or any zoning code is based upon: 

establishing and applying certain standardized thresholds and criteria to provide a uniform base for 
planning and development decisions. 

ERP is expressed numerically, so therefore by definition it is being used to quantify (or "size") the 

facility. (ln this case by the measure or size of "effective radiated power"). 

Such quantification of a facility for zoning code purposes does not make any sense at all if it were to be 

defined on a per-antenna basis, while at the same time not regulating the number of antennas. That 

would simply make that chapter of PCC moot and useless, because in that case an applicant can 

construct any size of facility by expanding or increasing the number of antennas. A facility with 8 

towers, each carrying 30 antennas of 750 watts ERP would be regulated the same way and in the same 

categories of PCC as a single antenna on a building, or utility pole. 

Reason 3: Me¿xmåmg *f "li;xcÊåt&3r" 
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PCC has several sections of its code specifically for "Facilities operating at 1,000 watts ERP or less". 

33.274.O3O (Athrough L) provides insight in the meaning and use of different terms such as "facility",
 
"transmitter" and "antenna".
 

33.274.030 B clearly speaks to an antenna being a component o/a facility: ",..antennas, or other 
components of .. (...).. facilities". 

33.274.030 J speaks Io"transmitters operating at (...) less than 7 watts transmitter power output..." 

33.274.030 I speaks L0 "Towers (...) or other (...) structures with a transmitter power output of 1,500 

watts or less". 

PCC also speaks Io "Focilities operating at 1,000 watts ERP or less" in many places. 

Therefore if PCC had in those instances intended the language to mean "Facilities with antennas 

operating at 1,000 watts or less" it should and would have simply stated it that way. 

Similarly, if PCC would have intended it to mean "Antennas operating at L,000 watts ERP or less" or 
"Transmitters operating at l-,000 watts ERP or less" it could, should and would have simply stated it 
that way. 

lnstead, PCC specifically chooses to uses the term "Facility". ln allother places where PCC uses the term 

"Facil¡ty" it is meant to be the totalfacility w¡th dll its components combined. 

As examples of that: 

a) The City's BDS "Radio Frequency Transmission Facilities Registration Form: 

The form specifically states: "Please register each facility separately using this form", stating 

basically one individualform is for just one facility. The form also asks the applicant/owner 

to fill out the "Number of proposed antennas at site", clearly showing that a facility can 

incorporate multiple antennas and not just one antenna. 

All of the information of the bottom of that form applies to all the antennas of the facility 

combined: 
. "Requested Power density" is that of all the antennos combined (and nof just of one 

antenna) 

. "Requested number of proposed antennas" is that of all the qntennas combined 

(and nofjust of one antenna) 

. "Requested height above ground" is that of the facility with all the ontennas 

combined (and nof just for one antenna) 

r And equally so, the "Effective Radiated Power" on the form is clearly that of all the 

antennas combined ! 

lf the form would have meant to ask for the ERP of the individual antennas, it would have 

stated so, and have asked applicant to provide a table or list with ERP of each antenna, so 
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that City staff can verify the individual antenna's ERP's. That should be especially clear since 

the form specifically acknowledges that the facility can have multiple antennas. 

b) Applications for land use reviews, or building permits, etc. always consider the total facility 
with the combined impacts of its components. ln impact analyses, the impacts of a facility 
are not the impacts of just one component of the facility. Similarly, the cost of the facility is 

not the cost ofjust one ofthe components or antennas, but ratherthe total cost ofthe 
facility with all its components (added up). 

c) Helicopter landingfacilities: eachfacility is regulated as onefacility, and not on a per 

landing-pad basis. 

d) Drive-throughfacilities: 

Each facility is regulated on a per facility basis and not on a "per drive-through window"
basis. For example, in 33.224.O60 Off-Site lmpacts, the noise impacts are per the total 
facility and not per individual speaker, vacuum cleaner or air compressor. 

lf "ERP of the facility" were to mean "ERP of an antenna", then why wouldn't in the same way 
"cost of the facility" be similarly interpreted to mean "cost of an antenna", That is clearly not 
the case and is not how a logical person would interpret "ERP of a facility". 

Therefore, where PCC speaks to "Facilities operating at L,000 watts ERP or less" it means exactlythat, 
namely the ERP of the (total) fac¡litv (i.e. the combined -effective radiated- power of the facility), and 

not the ERP of only a certain part or single component of the facility. 

Reason 4: ERP is an Engineering term, so it has an Engineering meaning 

ERP is clearly an engineering term describing a technicalconcept, and is therefore in its definition based 

on engineering. Therefore, to get an accurate handle on its meaning, value should be given to how 
engineers (or specifically RF Engineers) would interpret the term and its meaning. 

Planners will have to interpret and apply the code, but as to its intent and meaning, the origin of the 
term is of course key, which in this case is the engineering realm, not the land-use realm. lt's a term 
that engineers used in regards to radio frequency transmission concepts and that was at some point 

used/borrowed by planners in zoning code concepts. 

As was shown in LU 11--125536 CU AD, even the applicant's hired certified Professional Engineer clearly 

stated in its initial report that the ERP of the proposed facility was to be considered the total ERP of all 

the antennas combined. Only after specifically being instructed and directed (through their client, the 
applicant) bythe city's plannerto change the technical report, did the Engineer provide a revised 
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version stating lhat if calculated bssed on only one chsnnel of only one dntenno the ERP would be as 

the City planner requested/required it to be for that application to move forward. The Engineer was 

very clear and specific not to state anywhere in the report that the ERP of the facility is that of one 

antenna, but instead carefully emphasized that the required ERP would apply onlv if calculated the way 

the City demanded/prescribed, and for its own protection the Engineer even strengthened that 
disclaimer by specifically emphasizing that language. 

Reason 5: Rationale behind FCC language, and the link to PCC 

Although the ultimate ¡ssue at stake here is in regards to meaning of PCC zoning code and not federal 
code, very valuable and relevant information and insights can be gained from an analysis of FCC federal 

code, since there are certain links between federal code and PCC. 

FCC regulations of RF Transmission Facilities deal with both emission levels and exposure levels of RF 

facilities. The basic difference between those two is that emission is based on and measured at the point 

of emission ("outgoing form the source"), while exposure is based on what is received at a certain point 

or by a person ("incoming at the receptor"). 

FCC rules claim to properly protect the public from "environmentaleffects of RF emissions" and in 

accordance with those rules the FCC include language that states that that specific issue is a federal 

matter and that localjurisdictions are not allowed to "regulate personalwireless services facilities on 

the basis of the environmentaleffects of RF emissions" as long as those facilities meet the FCC 

regulations. Simply said it means "FCC rules govern in those issues, and localjurisdictions cannot 

interfere in that". 

ln accordance with this regulation, PCC includes language that refers to and implicitly adopts the FCC 

rules or standards as to RF emission standards. PCC on RF facilities also includes lots of other language, 

which is therefore automatically meant to only regulate aspects of such facilities that are not based on 

"The environmental effects of RF emissions". 

When asked for confirmation, in an e-mail FCC (attached as Appendix A) confirms that for setting 

exclusion categories like the one used in PCC ("1,000 watts ERP or less") FCC considers the total ERP by 

summing the ERP for all channels and all antennas: 

" ... f or radiofrequency (RF) exposure purposes, we generally do no| specify the total ERP for a facility." [emphasis 
addedl. 

Furthermore, the e-mail continues to explain: 

"However, to determine exclusion from further radiofrequency (RF) exposure evaluations we cons¡der the total 
ERP for multiple antennas and frequencies that are collocated as specified in Section 1.1307(b)(1). For the wireless 
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servlces using sector antennas, the ERP is summed for all channels and all antennas operated by a single licensee 

in a single sector in each particular service or frequency band." [emphasis added]. 

The rationale for that is simple: 

Exposure is calculated based on actual RF exposure numbers, and is regulated as such and forthat 
purpose: to protect the public from levels of exposure that are considered too high. For the purpose of 
categoriz¡ng certain facilities as being a generally low-impact type of facility which are guaranteed not to 
have the chance of exceeding exposure limits, and in order to define a certain tvpe of facilities to be 

excluded from exposure evaluations, the FCC uses the ERP (based on emissions) of a facility. 

While exposure depends on many factors; is very dependent on the specifics of a situation and 

assumptions; and can be very hard to calculate or uniformly categorize forthose reasons, emissions can 

be determined much easier. The power emission is determined directly from the technical specification 

of the feature emitting the power. Therefore, a threshold in emissions is the perfect measure to 

determine whether any exposure analysis or evaluation is needed. 

This is why a light bulb is categorized by a wattage (e.C. 60 watts) based on how much light is emitted 
(emissionl and not by how much light the person reading a book receives from the light bulb (exposure), 

since that would be dependent upon how far away the reader is from the light bulb, how much its light 

fixture concentrates the light towards the reader, how much light from other sources gets to the reader, 

etc. etc. 

Applied to RF facilities this all makes total sense as well if one considers that by the act of setting an 

exclusion for a facility based on a certain ERP-threshold (e.g. 10,000 watts), the regulator (FCC or PCC) 

automatically guarantees that any single antenna of the facility can then also not exceed that threshold. 

lf a facility is guaranteed to not cause exceedances of a certain exposure limit as long as the ERP of the 

facility is below 10,000 watts, then regulating the maximum totøl ERP of the facility is the only way to 
accomplish the goal of defining a safe exclusion category or limit. Regulating just limits of individual 

antennas could never accomplish or provide such guarantee, since a facility could simply include 

multiple antennas and therefore still emit much more ERP than the sought limit. 

Conclusion is that/or specifying exclusion cotegories based on ERP, the only logical and reasonable 

method is to base it on the total (added up) ERP of all components of that facility. 

Please note: PCC 33.274 uses the l-,000 watt ERP threshold for exactly that purpose:Lo specify exclusion 

ca te g o ri e s (e.g. 33.27 4.03 0 B. 2, 33.27 4.035, 33.27 4.050 B, etc. ) 

Reason 6: Similarities in PCC 

The hearings officer in his decision on LU 11-1-25536 CU AD (HO 41-10025) dated LL/2/20L1., favored the 
City staff's interpretation as the most plausible of the two plausible interpretations by substituting the 
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literal definition of ERP into the language of the code. The problem with that approach in this case was 

that it resulted in an improper rephrasing of some of the code language which did not take into account 

the context and therefore the meaning of other terms such as "facility". Contexts, common sense, 

normal practice and established precedent in PCC interpretations as to use of those and similar terms 

show that the only correct interpretation is that the ERP of a facility ¡s the total ERP of all its antennas. 

The context to be taken into account here is PCC itsell since that is where these terms are being used. 

The PCC zoning code provides context in dealing with many similar definitions and regulations, which 

dealwith terms and concepts related to size or measurement, totalcapacity, facility or site, etc. 

Following the "rules of construction" that the hearings officer refers to in his decision while referring to 
the PGE versus BOLI case for the Oregon Supreme Court, 317 Or 606 (1993), the hearings officer 

attempted to rephrase specific code language by substituting certain terms'definitions, from the PCC 

definitions section if available, or otherwise from dictionary definition. 

There are many sections in PCC zoning code that use concepts that are very similar to facility, antenna, 

power, and are used in defining criteria and setting thresholds based on such terms and concepts just 

like is done for Radio Frequency Transmission Facilities. 

Below are several examples of code sections with similar purposes and descriptions as those of "ERP", 

"antenna'and "facility". As can be seen below, taking the City staff's interpretat¡on in those cases would 

in every single case lead to an interpretation that is clearly not the intent of the code, is not that what a 

logical person would interpret it to be and is certainly also not howCity staff has been applying the code 

in those cases (examples a through f). 

a. Chapter 33.285 Short term housing and mass shelters 

33.285.0404 "Use regulations, Short term housing" states:
 
"Expansion or increase of existing facility.
 
Expansion of floor area or increase in the number of residents in an existing short term housing facility is
 
processed according to Section 33.815.040, Review Procedures for Conditional Uses. Approval criteria 
are in Section 33.815.'1 05, lnstitutional and Other Uses in R Zones." 

Floor area is defined as: "The total floor area of the portion of a building that is above ground. Floor 
area is measured from the exterior faces of a building or structure. Floor area includes the area devoted 
to structured parking that is above ground level." 

lf the same logic would be followed here on terms "floor area", "building" and "factlity" , as City staff's 
interpretation of terms "ERP", "antenna" and "facility', it would mean that the floor area of a short term 
housing/øcility wifh multiple buildings would not increase or be expanded in case of an expansion of 
any of its buildings, as long as the floor area of the facility's largest building doesn't expand or increase. 
(Because "floor area" of the facility is the floor area of the largest building of the facility, just like the 
"ERP" of a facility is the ERP of the largest (i.e. highest-ERP)antenna. "Floor area" of the facility is not 
the total floor area of all buildings in the facility combined, just like ERP is not the total ERP of all 
antennas of the facility combined.) 
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Similarly, same Chapter, section 33.285.05082 Mass Shelters, states; "Maximum Occupancy. Mass 
shelters may have up to 1 shelter bed per 35 feet of floor area. Adjustments to this standard are 
prohibited. " 

lf the same logic would be followed here on terms "floor area", "building" and "mass shelter", as City 
staff's interpretation of terms "ERP", "antenna" and "facility', it would mean that the maximum 
occupancy of a mass shelter with multiple buildings would be the L bed for every 35 square feet of that 
shelter's largest building, with no consideration of the presence and capacity of the other buildings of 
the facility. 

b. Chapter 23L Schools and school sites 

33.281,.050 "Review thresholds for development" states under article 8.4: 
"When the alterations will not increase the floor area on the sife by more than 10 percent, up to 
maximum of 25,000 square feet". 

lf the same logic would be followed here on terms "floor area", and "site", as City staff's interpretation of 
terms "ERP" and "facility', it would mean that the f/oor area of the site would not even increase or be 
expanded in case of an expansion of any individual building on the site, as long as that building is not 
currently the largest building on the site. 
(Because "floor area" of the site is the f/oor area of the largest building of the site, just like the "ERP" of 
a facility is the ERP of the largest (i.e. highest-ERP) antenna. "Floor area" of the facility is not the total 
floor area of all buildings on the site combined, just like ERP is not the total ERP of all antennas of the 
facility combined.) 

c. Chapter 33.565 Planned Developments 

33.565.310 Mailed Public Notice for Proposed Development, under 8.1, states that public notice is 

required: "When the proposed development will add more than 10,000 square feet of gross 
building area to the site;" 

Gross Building Area is defined as: "The tolal floor area of a building, both above and below ground. 
Gross building area is measured from the exterior faces of a building or structure." 

lf the same logic would be followed here on terms "gross building area", and "site", as City staff's 
interpretation of terms "ERP" and "facility', it would mean that a public notice is never required, except 
when the gross building area of the largest building at the site (i.e. PDX lnternationalAirport)would be 
increased by 10,000 square feet or more. Any increase of whatever size or magnitude to any other 
building on the total site would not require a public notice, even if it were a 250,000 square feet increase 
of such building. 
(Because "gross building area" of the site is the fofal floor area of the largesl building on the site, just 

like the 'ERP" of a facility is the ERP of the largest (i.e. highest-ERP) antenna. "Gross building area" of 
the site is not the total floor area of all buildings on the site combined, just like ERP is not the total ERP of 
all antennas of the facility combined.) 

d. Definition of "Crown cover" 
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Crown Cover is defined as: The area directly beneath the crown and within the dripline of a tree or 
shrub. 

lf the same logic would be followed here on terms "crown cover", and "site or green space", as City staff's 
interpretation of terms "ERP" and "facility', it would mean that the crown cover of a park, forest, site or 
green space area would be only the area within fhe dripline of the largest tree or shrub within that 
green space or site. 

(Because "crown cover" of the site is the "area directly beneath the crown and within the dripline of a 
single tree or shrub" chosen to mean the largest tree or shrub on the site, just like the "ERP" of a 
facility is the ERP of a single antenna chosen to mean the largest (i.e. highest-ERP) antenna. "Crown 
cover" of a site is not the total crown cover of all trees and shrubs on the site combined, just like ERP is 
not the total ERP of all antennas of the facility combined.) 

There are many more examples like these in PCC, however the point will be clear from the examples 

above: Obviously, none of the situations from these examples above make sense, because when one is 

dealing with a site, facility, or the like, the numeric features of that facility, site, etc. are to be considered 

on on over(Ill combined bosís. The fact that the definition of floor area includes a reference to "a 

building", the definition of crown cover includes a reference to "a tree" or "a shrub", orthe definition of 
ERP includes a reference to "a antenna" does not eliminate the common practice of summation in any 

of those cases. ln these situations and context, "a building" clearly does not mean "just one building", "a 

tree" does not mean'Just one tree" and "a antenna" does not mean "just one antenna"! 

Reason 7: Other specific language in PCC regarding RF Transmission Facilities 

There are several other instances and examples in PCC where ceftain aspects and issues are regulated 

for Radio FrequencyTransmission Facilities based on the ERP of the facility. Those instances alos provide 

relevant insight in use and interpretation of the terms. 

a) Chapter 33.266 Parking and Loading 

Table 266-2 specifies parking space by use. The table includes: "Radio Frequency Transmission facilities" 
as a category. lt distinguishes between the two sub-categories: 

. "Unmanned facilities operating at or below 1000 watts ERP" and 

. "Other facilities". 
The minimum required number of parking spaces forthe first sub-category is listed as "nol'ìe", while the 
second sub-category is listed as "2 per site". 

So the code specifies that (in certain situations) facilities with an ERP of more than 1,000 watts require 2 

parking spaces while facilities with an ERP of less than 1,000 watts require none. 

Using the ERP value as the criter¡on to distinguish between a smaller facility that doesn't require parking 

spaces, versus a larger facility that does require parking spaces only makes sense if the ERP is taken as 
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the totql ERP of all ontennds of the facility. A facility with many antennas and possibly multiple poles 
will require parking, but a facility with only one (or possibly a few small) antenna(s) won't. 

lf the determining ERP value would mean or be interpreted as the ERP of iust one of the antennos, any 
possible distinction between a small versus a larger facility would be lost, and this whole requirement 
about parking in section 33.266 would become moot and senseless. 

Reason B: Origin of the 1,000 watts ERP threshold from FCC regulations 

Although the issue at stake is ultimately the meaning of PCC and not the meaning of federal code, there 

are several links that make review of FCC code relevant in answering the subject questions regarding 

meaning of PCC. 

The threshold of 1-,000 watts ERP used in PCC is not an invention or a randomly selected number by City 

of Portland staff, but rather finds its origin in FCC code. FCC defines categories of facilities that do not 

require Environmental Assessments, but instead are categorically excluded. ln order to define those 

exclusions, FCC uses the measure of ERP of facilities. This of course is the same concept PCC uses when 

it defines which facilities are categorically excluded from certain zoning reviews (or from certain 

requirements). By defining that facilities that remain below the 1,000 watt ERP threshold are allowed by 

right in certain locations throughout the City, or don't need a specific zoning review, PCC chooses to use 

the exact same FCC thresholds to define certain exclusion categories. The only logical conclusion can be 

that the same definition and interpretation of ERP would then also apply, since the City clearly adopted 

(copied without change) the FCC categories and criteria to define its own categories in PCC. 

47 CFR Ch. l(10-1-04 Edition), section 1.1307 (page 326) specificallystates (see link below): 

httpJ/www.epo.gov/fdsvs/pkg/CIR-2QQ4-titleÐ-voll/pü]cTB¿A04ljlle47-vqll-çhapl-sub 

"The term power in column 2 of table L refers to total operating power of the transmitting operotion in 
question ¡n terms oJ effective radiated power (ERP), equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP), or 
peak envelope power (PEP), os defined ¡n I 2.1 of this chapter. 
For the case of the Cellulor Rodiotelephone Service, subpart H of part 22 of this chapter; the Personal 
Communicotions Service, port 24 of this chapter ond the Specialized Mobile Radio Service, pqrt 90 of this 
chapter, the phrase total power of all channels in column 2 of toble L meqns the sum of the ERP or EIRP 

of all co-located simultaneously operoting trqnsmitters owned and operated by o single licensee." 

This is the same language as the FCC Telecommunications Act of 1996, FCC96-326, ET Docket 93-62, 

specifically Appendix C, page 89 & 90. 

http:1/"qr"qn"sitiç+liç-,ss-r:lll-urçaur/-Lnginççd.n"e,-ll-eslurplpgy"lQ'lç¡:"sl.l.?-9óllm9ól?0,::dl. 

"The tenn "power" in column 2 of Table I refers to total operating power of the transmitting 
operation in question in temrs of effective radiated power (ERP), equivalent isotropically 
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radiated power (EIIìP), or peak envelope power (PEP), as defìned in $ 2.1 of this chapter. I¡'or the 
case of the Cellular Radiotelephone Serice, subpart H of part 22 of tliis chapter; the Personal 
Communications Service, part 24 of this chapter ancl ooverecl Specialized Mobile Radio Service 
operations, part 90 of this chapter, the phrase "total power of all chaunels" il-l ccllumn 2 of Table 
I means the sum of the ERP or EIRP of all oo-locatecl simultaneously operating transmitters of 
the facility." 

Therefore, it is clearthat the location and context of where the 1,000 watts ERP threshold that PCC 

chose to adopt originates from (federal code), very specifically describes that the "total power" as used 

in the table which contains the L,000 watts ERP threshold "mesns the sum of the ERP or EIRP of all co

locoted simultsneously operoting transmitters of the focility" . 

Conclusion 

As described in this paper, a closer and better look at this issue whether "ERP of 
a fac¡l¡ty" is indeed the total ERP of the facility (as in "the ERP of all the 
antennas the subject facility contains") or rather should be interpreted to mean 

"the ERP of just one of those antennas" was performed. That analys¡s shows 

that the hearings officer's ult¡mate conclus¡on was somewhat premature and 

incorrect (or given the lack of full ev¡dence at the time, more properly phrased 

perhaps just "incomplete"). 

Taking into consideration the additional anatys¡s summarized in this white 
paper shows that the only correct interpretation of "ERP of a facility" is the one 

that determines the Effective Radiated Power (ERP) of a facility by taking into 
account the radiated power of all components of that facility. 
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Appendix A: Confirmation e-mail from FCC 

From : OETlnfo <OETI nfo@fcc.gov>
 
To:'Euro Guy' <euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com>
 
Cc: Donald Campbell <Donald.Campbell@fcc.gov>
 
Sent: Wednesday, Noveml¡er 2,2011 8:34 AM
 
Subject: RE: Questions regarding ERP of facilities (wireless telecommunications)
 

Hel-Lo Marce-I , 

The answe:: to your question depends on the context. F'orî exampÌe, Section 
22 .913 of trCC ru-l es limi ts the ERP of ce-Ll-ular base st-atlon t-ransmi t-ters 
generally to 500 watts. That l.lmitation is per frequency. 

In contr:ast, for radiofrequency (RF) exposure purposesf we genel:alJ,y do not 
specify t-he total ERP for a facility. However, t.o determine excluslon from 
further radiofrequency (RF) exposure evafuatíons we consider the tot-aÌ ERP 
for multipÌe antennas and frequencies Lhat are cof l<¡cateci as specif ied -in 
Sectlon 1.1307(b) (1) È'or the wirefess services using sector antennas, the 
ERP is summed for alf channefs and al-.1- antennas operat-ed by a single licensee 
in a single sector j.n each particuJ-ar service or frequency band. 

Since the spatial.regions where our RF exposure limits may be exceeded are 
typically smal.I , and clifferent -licensees and freguency ban<ìs were assumed (at 
the time the RFR rules were writl-en) to not use the same antenna, the intent 
was to sum the IIRP for afl the antennas that are practj-cally collocated. For 
examp.Ie, consj-der a tower irosting 5 different J-icensees, with each fj.censee
operating in a sing.ì.e frequency band and at a dlfferent height on Lhe tower. 
In that case each.l,ice¡rsee coufd independently use the appJ.icable excÌusion 
without consideraL j-on of the facilil-ies operated by other .l.icensees. 

As you may know, we have proposed changes to our categor:ical excfusion 
criteria t-o dea.l, wj-th Lhe now-coÍlrnon deployments i-nvo-Lvj nq rnui-tiple l-icensees 
and frequency bands (possibly operating from the same àntennas), and we may 
act on these proposals in the future. We emphasize t-hat comp-Iiance with our 
exposure limits i,s r:equired regardless of categorica.Ì exclusi.on, so it may be 
prudent to sum exposure from al-f sources in the area 

I hope that this is responsive to your questions. Please contact me Íf you
require further gu.idance. 

Regards, 
Donald 
Donald Draper Campbell 
Senior Engineer 
Federal Communications Commission 
Office of Engineering and Technology 
Washington, DC 20554 
+1 202-418-2405 
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From: Euro Guy ln9j]tp;egpSgy._pdX@VehSe,ceml Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 10:34 PM To: 
OETInfo Subject: Questions regarding ERP of facilities (wireless telecommunications) 

As it pertains to wireless communication facilities (cell towers, etc.) there is some recent confusion 
in our community about the proper interpretation and application of Effective Radiated Power 
(ERP) as it relates to facilities with multiple antennas. lt appears that the most common and 

accepted interpretation of ERP of facilities is similar to how power of facilities is defined and 

determined in general:The (total) ERP of a facility is the sum of the ERP's of its individual 
transmitters. (Just like the total power of a "power plant facility" consisting of 4 turbines or 
generators with output of 500 kW each would be characterized as a "2 MW facility" or a "2 MW 
power plant.") 

1) ls it indeed the interpretation of the FCC that a facility consisting of l-0 antennas that each has an 

ERP of 100 watts should be characterized as a 1,000 watt facility? 

2) Similarly, an antenna that transmits on two channels with an ERP of 50 watts each per channel 
should be characterized as an antenna with an ERP of l-00 watt, and not as an antenna with an ERP 

of 50 watts, correct? 

3) And also as a very specific example, a facility consisting of a tower with 10 antennas that are each 

rated as having an ERP of 50 watts, should notbe characterized as "a facility operating at 100 watts 
or less"; correct? 

It seems very clear from the many FCC regulations, rules, publications and communications that 
those are indeed the proper and correct interpretations, however due to the confusion in our 
community lwould highly appreciate it if you could confirm those interpretations are correct. 

(P.S. I realize that not all channels and all antennas of a facility may necessarily transmit all at the 
same time, and certainly not do so at their maximum ERP levels, and lalso realize that antennas 
transmitting in different directions not necessarily have overlapping fields of their radiation, but the 
questions above just pertain to the definition and interpretation of ERP for multi-channel, multi
antenna facilities.) 

Thanks, 

Marcel 
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From : "MAl LER-DAEMON@yahoo.com" <MAl LER-DAEMON@yahoo.com>
 
To: euroguy_pdx@yahoo.com
 
Sent: Monday, January 9,2012 8:40 PM
 
Subject: Failure Notice
 

Somy, we were unable to deliver your mcssage to the following address. 

<kgo--qrc:!qyg@C_r,pql:lla-Ucl..q¡u;>:
 

Remote host said: 550 5.7.1 Unablc to relay for <kn.qarc=lA"ypf¿ptpgltl4td-o*l,1¡S> [RCPT_1'O]
 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 

Received:from[98.139.215.I41]bylm3I.bullet.mail. witliNNFMP; I0.Tan 
2012 04:40:36 -0000 
Received: frorn [98.139.212.219] by lnl2.þ-ullçLma"r_l_.bfl.yahoo.com witli NNFMP; l0 Jan 2012 
04:40:36 -0000 
Receivecl: frorn [27.0.0.1] by q[ïil_Q_2-E;UALlåfJ*y3-bçg.çprß with NNFMP; l0 Jan 2012 
04:40:35 -0000 
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: yrnai l-3 
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 98_"8-7-23",7837,þ_nk)pmpl0-?8,m""ai!,þ-fl,y-a_hp-q.-c"_q"ut 
Received: (qmail 26996 invoked by uid 60001); l0 Jan 2012 04:40:35 -0000 
DKIM-Signature: v:1;a:rsa-sha256; c:relaxed/relaxed; d:yahoo.com; s:s1024; 
t:1326170435;bh:lcZc¡jySxTnOG5TtSgSKsAoSGi45hnuuPiHU6MgPLIHw:; h:X-YMail
OSG:Received:X-Mailer:Message-lD:Date:Frorn:Reply-To:Subject:To:MIME-Version:Content-
Typ"; 
b:xJJYb5ZoQ4LdYHeXM4zVtseNEyvkNIMXWHULeAYP09YkCok5TKi6Iy{6BienlwQSLF 
NxAGlwtIbcqIS CnS etSt+Oj bQdAzC gOO fyOAwIxaiZGs9dTv5YexTnhT4FIuVXpIì9 fHZzcMlQ 
E293 R8COM9wuwLktYSGiDDnvfd I ahhl: 
DomainKey-Signature:a:rsa-sha I ; q:dns; c:nofws; 
s:s1024; d:yahoo.com; 
h:X-YMail-OSG:Received:X-Mailer:Message-ID:Date:From:Reply-To:Subject:To:MIME-
Version: Content-Type; 
b:zlrWQPoM6aC9HH9Ms3SzAf+5D3mlEZ}ZIuJfY6di25VSAExaMCYSTII/3VTVOJuIyTUR 
DTLzlKRopXInU x4 gZhvM6qWFnN eZyuhvAG EKk54t+Iohup lP JL9Zup 4W7llloB 7 tR/Gg.I D6 F5 

IfPOTdAjNNSJNCATqtkSNDsEeT2CdMh9w:; 
X-YMail-OSG: B2tvhwwVM I m6RlDkl_WrnkjpTjhB.vgjaeDElbGHE6SA2lSg 
F I 4w03 Mhv qfV Ov iI Zl dRcS Bnh8p4qdy. AOGN4T2GrAkbAjd jTIAMztF4bw. 
RmZGs I 2amYP SQhw9WcVm3 DViXVG 1 nQkdvrX I 3 ZhdJ_UVnxhsEbY25Vp9T3 6Y 
rB9QyKkSz.o_y3 W.TDfi 5nBUn I DXt6gB9ytT 2cT5oCNOVfXDCwqnyYXadM9j Y 
1 IUVMOOfhwlU I mJcY2Vqbji I VkzDjAl I NlrSu8wF*rEYESyP6Fe9y.q6kasm 
hJy. mreP I A2v SCLokvfbb_DlgHpq4dOpepwDUoD0c3 OchWvp0_o4u0 hnlTrnO 

_CAcCGrniiFpTyQEuDMvMCdeFu Z _bDboz}Y sLgLTXEcWnNoj yMy9 5 A4ZV _F Cf 
JZujNw3 kvZ5 VbcHtSxHqTrytRwS 0pExK6EtUR4LGTOTTS eoc-
Received: fiom [71 .222.27.100] by webl60302.mail.bfl.yahoo.corn via HTTP; Mon, 09 Jan 
2012 20:40:35 PST 
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/O.8. I I 5.33 I 698 
Message-ID: <1326l70435.l8322.YahqoMAilNeold.webl60302.mail.þfl.yahoo.com> 

http:1326l70435.l8322.YahqoMAilNeold.webl60302.mail.�fl.yahoo.com
http:d:yahoo.com
http:d:yahoo.com
http:lnl2.�-ull�Lma"r_l_.bfl.yahoo.com
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Date: Mon, 9 Jan2012 20:40:35 -0800 (PST) 
F ro m : E u ro Gu y <Q!lt_o-ggJ"*p-clX (4)yal19 p, p > 

e._rtr 

Reply-To:EuroGuy<Quragp-y"*pdx-@)y"a"h_o_g,c-q1g>
 
Subject: Testirnony for Council Hearing l-11-12, LU l1-125536 CU AD
 
To: "km-oo-r_e,:l*o_y-q"k)p"t,p_gr:[L¿nd".ç-l.U-s_" <knqe-[g:lA-V"ç_(¿ù"ç"iæ-q¡LlÆd,.-o_t,.U_ç> 

MIME-Version: 1.0
 

Conterit-Type: multiparValternative; bonndary:" -1663062914-607928360-1326170435::18322"
 

-- - | 6630 629 1 4-607 9283 60 - I 32617 0 43 5: : 1 8322
 
Content-Type: text/plain; charseFiso-8859- I
 
Content-Transfbr-Encoding: quotecl-printable
 

Please see attached my testimony for tlre above referenced:A0case. Please ma:
 
lçe sure this testimony will be included in the fìle and shared with the Cit:
 
y Commissioners in orcler for thern to be properly informed ancl able to make:
 
the correct decision.:04:40:0AThanks,:04:40:0AMarcel Hemrans:046910 SE Raym:
 
oncl Couft:OAPortland, OR 97 206
 
---l 6630629 I 4-607 9283 60 -13261 7 043 5: : | 8322
 
Content-T¡,pe : text/htrnl ; charset:iso - B 8 5 9- I
 

Content-Transfer-Encoding : quoted-printab le
 

<html><body><div style:3D"color:#000; background-color:#fft font-family:ar:
 
ial, helvetica, sans-serif;font-size:l2pt"><div>Please see attached my test:
 
imony for the above referenced&nbsp;case. Pleasc make sure this testimony w:
 
ill be included in the file and shared witli the City Cornrnissioners in orclep
 
for them to be properly inforn,ed and able to make the correct decision.</d:
 
iv><div>&nbsp;</div><div>Thanks,</div><cliv>&nbsp;</div><div>Marcel Hermans<:
 
/div><cliv>6910 SE Rayrnond Court</div><div>Portland, OR 97206<ldiv></div></b:
 
ocly></html>
 
- - - 1 6 63 0 629 | 4 -601 9283 60 - I 326 | 7 043 5:: I 8322- 


